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The Good Samaritan Walks Right On By

Free Speech without justice is a brawl. Free speech is under attack from the Hollywood 
Crowd (when did those sons-a-bitches get so stupid?), EU Parliament (can't remember 
them being anything but stupid), global corporatism, the social networks, and the US 
Government. Free speech is identified as the problem but no it's the absence of justice.

The distinction today between a human and an actualized human is simply put: in a 
crowd running for a bus, an actualized human is unwilling to step on someone's neck. 
Justice is empathetic, wanting to weigh both sides of a story to balance the scales. 

Let me grab some headlines to make my case. Jen Stoltenberg (actualized?), who 
heads NATO, reaffirms future memberships for Ukraine and Georgia (pray that doesn't 
confuse Stacey Abrams). Such tripe requires that he step on the neck of history, begin-
ning with the promise from the West to Russia that NATO would not expand Eastward. 
And, where is mention of 2014 Maidan or Russia's concern for security agreements?

Instead, the West heaps crap on Russia, to where Russia really has no right to exist 
except as a vassal state (that gas station masquerading as a nation thing), for the 
West. Putin wasn't a problem until he wouldn't take a knee—then became the problem.

Staying with the theme of NATO and stupid: 'All the king's horses and all the king's 
men couldn't put Humpty together again'. NATO itself will soon not be part of NATO. 
NATO is a farce—without teeth. Turkey is present only as a guest; Poland brings anger 
issues and territory claims, land taken by Ukraine in times of weakness—stay tuned.

Weak/woke Europeans scurry about assuming power they don't have to cap oil 
price, oil which they don't possess and have little or no control over. Using rhetoric in 
place of reason they try to explain energy resupply that, without Russia, does not exist.

The world finds itself in a race between coming to consciousness and annihilation. 
Without discussion on the merits, and a coming to terms, I'll bet a coffee that within 12 
months there will be no recognizable Ukraine to accept into NATO. Russia's security 
concerns will be recognized by force of arms after cities and regions, including Odessa 
(historically Russia), are brought back by plebiscite, into the Russian Federation.

Soon the tundra will freeze deep, and NATO's supposition that the war will stymy for 
winter, will see Russian tanks roll on a promise to take out the last bunker of the 3rd 
Reich, along with any Western 'crime families' found there. The Russians are not play-
ing. They made a commitment that they half-botched at the start—and here they come.



Let's do another headline. Governor Christi Noem has banned 'TikTok', from South 
Dakota, and hopes other states and the federal government will follow her example. Is 
every body supposed to know that 'TikTok' has been weaponized by the Chinese? I'm 
not a fan of despotic control and I don't condone Chinese espionage—but c'mon.

Where's the discussion about what we do with our 'rules based order' and social 
networks?. Where's the justice in that? No international law, not even open discussion. 

Where's the discussion about Snowden, about Clapper? The 1st became a traitor to 
a tyranny for telling the truth. The 2nd was promoted for lying to Congress. 5 newspa-
pers (NYT etc.) are calling for Assange's release. Where was they 10 years ago?

All the Fauci un-redacted emails (except the really bad ones), are now out there—
unreacted. Do enough Americans care enough to bother with a coverup purportedly 
crafted by 'lying little bastards'? Within the emails it's obvious to me they knew where 
this virus came from and like Clapper lying to Congress, they felt safe to 'lie and thrive'.

Will there be justice? Will the story be told? Will Hunter Biden end up in leg irons or 
on Mount Rushmore? Or will the father, a demented, purported patron of a 'crime fami-
ly', who with undigested anger managed to sneak into the wheelhouse, where he plays 
helmsman for a 'ship of fools', while a press secretary lets it be known (to the press-
men), that she (and someone from a white house), actively monitor 'twittering'. Active 
monitoring, is that either constitutionally legal—or something Jefferson had in mind?        

A bigger fear from the criminal elite is 'layering of lies', where just beneath the jab-
bering about equality and equity a junior varsity crypto dude somehow gathered in-
vestors billions that he spent on hisself a la 'black lives get taken'. If only his self-serv-
ing were the worst of it. 18 or 19 million $ he shuttled to a study decrying ivermectin?
 Now exposed but not in cuffs he shows up on talk shows, glibly insouciant. Is 'little 
Sam' protected 'bairn', part of a layered plan to funnel dollars to Ukraine that return as 
democrat campaign dollars—while scourging crypto for Janet Yellen's digital dream? 

There's more here but we gotta get to Musk. When I saw him deny Alex Jones over 
something that didn't rise to the level of public safety, my 'tilt meter' went off. Then he 
did a poll asking if certain individuals be accepted back on Twitter (I remember thinking 
at the time that 'free speech' has nothing to do with a vote)—but Musk is in the midst of 
possibly the largest war ever waged against 1 individual. He gets it, and I support him.

Musk is in a tough place, having put all his 'mad money' into a Twitter gamble—he is 
up against the 'whole of woke'. The EU ('Ursula and Her Unelected Parliamentarians'), 
along with the 'slaver' at Apple and many more won't be opening doors for Elon Musk.

Janet Yellen (also monitoring Twitter), gets the Meryl Streep/Tom Hanks, 'best of Hol-
lywood—head in the sand' award for allegedly being against free speech while at the 
same time willing to wrench the dollar out of the Constitution and into the hands of 
Davos—might I add, without active discussion among the stakeholders—US Citizens.

With the 'army of woke' advancing on Musk, millions are signing up for Twitter as 
corporate advertisers flee. The free speech war is on and Twitter will be a battleground. 

But what of the 'Good Samaritan', a myth central to our culture? Where did it go? Did 
it get replaced by greed/uncaring. Any who would replace 'New Testament' ethos with 
'fiduciary responsibility', are they still Americans? Tough call. Hopefully, we mount 
needed resistance to stop globalism, until we do I'm keeping pre-65 silver in my socks.

Please pass my articles along. Request to subscribe—all I require is your time: 
erik@neverhadaboss.com. My articles and fiction can be read at neverhadaboss.com.    


